This paper proposes a scheme of combining low-density parity check (LDPC) code with unitary space time modulation (USTM) for noncoherent multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) transmitter and receiver over Rayleigh block fading and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The main aim is to design the low complexity coded noncoherent MIMO receiver which is completely dependent on the structural feature of unitary space-time matrix without sending the pilot symbol at the transmitter and estimating the channel state information at the receiver. Considering soft information required by belief-propagation (BP) iterative decoder of LDPC code, we deduce a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) demodulating algorithm using a special USTM based on the sine-cosine function. A novel dual-demodulator is conceived for decreasing the computational complexity of this MAP demodulator. Furthermore, the iterative feedback scheme between MAP demodulator and BP decoder is introduced and its modified parameter scheme is considered for further improving performance of the dual-demodulator. Comparing with uncoded USTM, our LDPC-coded USTM MIMO receiver can obtain about 17 dB coding gain at 10 −6 BER.
, which is ( ) * 1 M T − times less than that of coherent MIMO system but it has potential practical demodulating scheme. In recent years, two studying directions of noncoherent MIMO modulating/demodulating system are widely investigated. One is that transmitters in [6] [7] [8] [9] send both pilot symbol and data symbol in a coherent interval T and receivers first estimate CSI by using the pilot symbol and then coherently demodulates the data information by means of the estimated CSI, which is called pilot symbol-assisted modulation (PSAM). The other is that transmitters send isotropically distribution unitary signals generated by unitary space time modulation (USTM) in [3] [4] and receives complete noncoherently demodulations based on the maximum likelihood (ML) by means of the structure features of an unitary space time matrix [10] [11] [12] . The drawback of the former is that sending pilot symbol at transmitter needs to consume channel bandwidth resource and channel estimation at receiver increases time-delay of system and leads to performance loss by channel estimation error. The drawback of the latter is that the ML demodulating algorithm based on unitary space-time matrix requires the calculation of constellation point traversal which leads to high complexity, especially for the large size of constellation.
At the present, many improved strategies of the above-mentioned drawbacks for two schemes are paid attention to in communication field. For examples, [7] [9] studied the schemes of information-bearing pilots which is likely to mitigate the bandwidth consumption of pilots, while [12] [13] involved the research of reducing the complexity of the ML algorithm based on USTM. As the drawback of time-delay formed by the channel estimation in MIMO systems with PSAM or information-bearing PSAM scheme is inevitable, so we focus on the design of the MIMO system based on complete unitary space-time matrix which need not estimate CSI. The key problem is to find the simple demodulating algorithm at receiver. It appears that few research findings of the simplified demodulating algorithm are published, but we can still catch a glimpse of two developing directions, such as constructing the special structural unitary matrix set which can generate simple demodulating algorithm [11] [12] and designing a general simplified demodulating algorithm for arbitrary unitary constellation [13] .
The paper [11] provides a noncoherent unitary constellation { } I is the M M × identity matrix, and we call it the USTM based on the sine-cosine function, the SC-USTM for short. Up to now, only SC-USTM can generate the simplest demodulation algorithm based on the maximum likelihood (ML) whose complexity is ( ) O MN which is completely independent of the size of constellation L and coherent interval T , unlike the other existing USTM schemes whose simple demodulation algorithms has
( )
O MNTL  complexity, where L L <  denotes those constellation points which take part in the calculation after simplifying the ML demodulating algorithm [12] [13] . Because of this, this paper will use the SC-USTM to construct the coded USTM noncoherent MIMO system which is expected to achieve the lowest demodulating complexity under the condition of taking no account of CSI.
It is known from [3] that the capacity-achieving USTM is fit for the region of high SNR or when T M  . In order to make the MIMO system also achieve the channel capacity in the low-SNR region, as well as for noncoherent block fading channels with small T values, it is widely acknowledged that channel coding should be considered in MIMO system. In recent few years, the noncoherent MIMO systems of combining error correcting codes with space-time modulation have been noted by the communication system designers. Multiple articles [7] [14]- [19] investigated the diversified concatenated schemes of combining Turbo code with USTM technique from different perspectives. In [16] , USTM technique is introduced to the trellis code modulation (TCM) schemes. A convolutional coded sequence was first transformed into an interleaved sequence and then mapped the USTM signal matrix in [17] . The performance bound for the LDPC-coded USTM is investigated in [18] , and in [6] , a concatenated scheme of combining turbo-like code with pilot-assisted USTM was discussed.
The authors of this paper in [20] presented a concatenated scheme of combine an outer code of IRA-LDPC with an inner code of SC-USTM which needs not consider sending pilot symbols and estimating the CSI. This September 2014 | Volume 1 | e550
paper is a development of [20] through the following jobs. First, we deduce the simplifying MAP demodulating algorithm by using the structural feature of the SC-USTM based on the original MAP algorithm in [20] , see Section III. For reducing the calculated amount of constellation point traversal in the MAP demodulating algorithm, we create the novel dual-demodulator which has nothing to do with the size of constellation L and coherent interval T , and has only linear complexity in all antennas MN , see Section IV. In order to improve performance, we introduce iterative feedback mechanism between the MAP demodulator and the BP iterative decoder, and discuss the scheme of modifying the feedback parameter, in Section V. Section VI gives the analysis of complexity. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
LDPC-CODED SC-USTM System Model
Consider a channel model with M transmit and N receive antennas. The channels between transmit and receive antenna pairs are Rayleigh block fading channels and independent of each other. The fading coefficients remain constant for a block of T symbol intervals and change independently from one block to another. Figure 1 gives the specific LDPC-coded SC-USTM system model operating on the above channel.
The transmitter contains two parts: LDPC encoder and SC-USTM modulator. An information sequence
is first encoded into a codeword sequence ( ) 
, where L denotes the size of constellation. There are
We require that the transmit signal matrix (TSM) cider outputs the decoded information sequence ( )
So far, a general encoding/modulating and demodulating/decoding noncoherent MIMO system without regard to channel estimation has been established. The spectral sufficiency of the MIMO system is ( )
In transmitter, the mapping from a CMS
will be designed by considering synthetically the several factors, such as construction of transmit signal matrix, model of demodulating algorithm and model of distance measures. We designed three MIMO systems according to different demodulating algorithm. The first system directly uses the MAP demodulating algorithm as demodulator in receiver and its transmitter adopts the natural mapping scheme. The so-called "natural mapping" means that L binary CMSs { }
are ranked according to the natural order of decimal system which is a relationship of one-to-one correspondence with the natural order of
. The second system uses the presented dual demodulating scheme as demodulator in receiver and its mapping in transmitter is the
. This mapping scheme means that any two adjacent CMSs in this Gray code differ in only one bit and each of L CMSs based on the rank of Gray code is still one to one match with the natural order of the SC-USTM constellation, i.e.,
The hardware design and implementation of the Gray mapping, superficially at least, is more troublesome than that of the natural mapping. But late on, we will observe that the Gray mapping produces the benefit for reducing the complexity of dual demodulators by a large margin. The third system combines the presented dual demodulating scheme with the BP iterative decoding algorithm of the LDPC code to construct an iterative feedback system.
We claim to design a practical LDPC-coded SC-USTM system. Here the LDPC codes can be any available structure. In our simulation tests, the irregular QC-LDPC codes in IEEE 802.16e Standard [21] is selected as the outer code and the LDPC decoder uses the standard BP algorithm based on the bitwise reliability. The detail description of the LDPC encoder and decoder is omitted for brevity.
The SC-USTM Map Demodulator
In order to perform the decoding algorithm of the LDPC code, we need to get the LLR values of message bits from the demodulator of the SC-USTM, which should be analogous to the LLR of the observation from a BPSK demodulator over an AWGN channel. We do not repeat in detail the derivation of the general MAP demodulating algorithm based on USTM [7] [14] [15] , but only derive the simplified MAP demodulating algorithm based on the structural SC-USTM first presented by [11] and then used by [19] . . For any transmit signal matrix l Φ and any receive signal matrix Y , the LLR of the τ th bit in l z , i.e., the general MAP demodulating algorithm [14] [15] of USTM is given by
where , l z τ denotes the binary value of the τ th bit in the CMS l z and i z denotes the binary value of the i th bit in codeword with length c n , and both are one-to-one. We find that (2) can be simplified from two directions. First, it contains the multiplication of four T M × ( )
M N =
complex matrices, and then, it requires all L constellation point matrices to taking part in the calculation. We can simplify the multiplication of four complex matrices into addition and multiplication of several real numbers by using the structural feature of the SC-USTM. The further simplified scheme of reducing the number of matrices of (2) will be discussed in the next section.
According to the structural feature of the unitary space time matrix of SC-USTM, we can know that We rewrite the LLR of (2) as follows. 
We call the expression (3) the SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm.
Dual-Demodulator of SC-USTM
The drawback of the SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm of (3) is that all L constellation point matrices take part in the calculation of (3), which results in the calculated amount of L exponents. We create the dual demodulating scheme in order to decrease the exponent operations, or eliminate as many matrices taking part in the calculation of (3) as possible. The basic ideal is that the first demodulation uses the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm of SC-USTM and the second demodulation uses the SC-USTM MAP algorithm presented in the above section, and Figure 2 gives the block diagram of the MIMO system based on the dual-demodulator.
The SC-USTM ML Demodulating Algorithm
It is necessary to explore the basic principle and the calculated complexity of the SC-USTM ML demodulating algorithm with a perspective different from [11] . For arbitrary positive integer 2 M ≥ , N and 2 T M = , under the condition of the transmit signal matrix being
, we suppose that the T N × receive signal matrix has the form of arg max cos 2π . We call (6) the SC-UATM ML demodulating algorithm, or the angle demodulator for short.
Here, we give the complexity analysis of the angle demodulator. From (6), we can know that , , , 
The Dual Demodulator of SC-USTM
We observe the MAP demodulating algorithm of the SC-USTM in (3) and discover that the summing expression in numerator and denominator requires all L constellation points to take part in the calculation of (3). For reducing the number of constellation points of taking part in the calculation of (3), we create the dual demodulator which is wished to decrease the calculated quantity from L points to L L < points, where L denotes the number of those constellation points of taking part in the calculation of (3) after reducing L . Let { } L denote the set of index values of L signal matrices.
Our basic thought is: firstly, demodulate a proximate signal matrix ˆl Φ by exploiting the angle demodulator of the SC-USTM; then make the demodulated ˆl Φ (or l ) as the central point and select three points, five points, seven points and so on, i.e.,
which are viewed as those points of taking part in calculation of (3) until they achieve some acceptable performance.
The angle demodulator of (6) may lead to the error toward two directions. This is that the l th transmit signal matrix is more likely to be improperly demodulated as the 1 l − th matrix or the 1 l + th matrix. According to this feature, we choose the Gray code to design the coded mapping sequence. This mapping scheme that the sequence number 0,1, ,
of transmit signal matrix has a one-to-one correspondence with the codeword of the coded mapping sequence based on Gray code can make the demodulating error achieve a degree as small as possible.
Let ˆ3 ,5, 7 L = points which respectively corresponds to three cases: ˆ3 
We call (7) the simplified MAP demodulating algorithm of the SC-USTM. September 2014 | Volume 1 | e550
We did the simulation experiments for three demodulating algorithms, i.e., the angle demodulator of (6), the SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm of (3) and the simplified MAP demodulating algorithm of (7) combining with the dual demodulator. Figure 3 , the dash line shows the performance of the angle demodulator without the LDPC code, this is that the MIMO system with the SC-USTM and its angle demodulator of (6) operates in high-SNR region which is 28 dB at a BER of L = take part in the calculation of (7) and improves the performance about 17.0 dB at the BER level of (3). Therefore, the simplified MAP of (7) and the general MAP of (3) for the SC-USTM demodulating algorithm set forth a tradeoff between the performance and the complexity for the LDPC coded SC-USTM MIMO system.
Dual-Demodulate-Decoder with Iterative Feedback

Iterative Dual-Demodulate-Decoder
In order to improve the performance, the dual-demodulator in Figure 2 can be modified into the dual-demodulate-decoder with iterative feedback loop as shown in 
So (7) can be modified as: 
We call (9) the iterative dual-demodulating algorithm of the SC-USTM.
Improving Scheme of Iterative Dual-Demodulating Algorithm
We observe the values of ( ) into the detection of plus or minus, or a zero-crossing detector is more accurate and has lower complexity than a one-nonzero-threshold detector in decision device. This modification makes the priori probability values of (8) change as follows 
and the iterative dual-demodulating algorithm of (9) is changed as follows ( 
We call (11) the improved iterative dual-demodulating algorithm of the SC-USTM. Figure 5 shows the performance comparison of four schemes. The dot line and the solid line with circle symbol respectively denote the performance curves of the SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm of (3) and the simplified SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm with three points of (7), which is the same as Figure 3 .
The solid line with square symbol shows the performance curve of the dual demodulator with three points and one iterative feedback for (9) , which is superior to the performance of the simplified SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm of (7) . The solid line with rhombus symbol shows the performance curve of improved iterative dual-demodulating algorithm of (11) . The complexity from (9) to (11) does not almost increase, but the performance improves 0.5 dB at 6 10 − BER. Note that when the iterative time of feedback loop in Figure 4 is larger than 2, the performance improvement is unremarkable but the computational complexity of the demodulator increases by multiples, the reason will be discussed late on.
Complexity Analysis
In this section, we roughly assess the computational complexity of several demodulating schemes of the different noncoherent space time receivers by comparing the presented LDPC coded SC-USTM noncoherent demodulator with the existing turbo coded noncoherent space-time demodulator based on information-bearing pilots and spatial multiplexing in [7] . We first give the computational complexities of several demodulating algorithms, and then compare them with the complexity of the existing noncoherent space time demodulators.
The total calculated amount of (3) is one complex logarithm, L complex exponents, ( ) 
and 16 L = , except the same part of complex logarithm and exponents, for the rest part containing real addition and multiplication, the complexity of the SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm using (3) is small 4.5 times on average, compared to the complexity of the general MAP demodulating algorithm using (2) , and is about 1.3 times larger than the complexity of the coherent MAP demodulating algorithm in [19] .
Except for the same calculation of one logarithm and L exponents, the difference of the calculated amount between (2) and (3) is mainly resulted from ( )
. In (2), the transmit signal matrix l Φ taking parting . The difference of the calculated amount between (3) in this paper and (10) in [19] is that the noncoherent USTM demodulation, for example (3) , is performed by considering all signal matrix l Φ , but the coherent demodulation, for example (10) in [19] , by only modulation symbol-wise.
As the calculated amount of the angle demodulating algorithm of (6) is 4MN + 2 real additions and 4MN + 4 real multiplications plus one arc tangent, so the total calculated amount of the simplified SC-USTM MAP demodulating algorithm with L points of (7) L = . In order to determine the total calculated amount of the simplified MAP demodulating algorithm of (10) in [7] based on the orthogonal USTM presented in [12] , we need to know the calculated amount of ( ) 2 O MNT . The complexity of the above two demodulating algorithms is independent on the size of constellation L , and they exploit the special structural feature of the transmit signal matrix to achieve the goal of reducing the calculated amount of demodulating algorithm. Obviously, the calculated amount of the angle demodulating algorithm of (6) is less at least T times than that of the simplified MAP demodulating algorithm of (10) in [7] .
We design three LDPC coded SC-USTM noncoherent MIMO receivers without estimating the CSI which completely differ from the existing coded space-time noncoherent receivers in [7] . If the LDPC codes as outer code in these three receivers have the same construction and their decoders use the same BP decoding algorithm with 20 iterations, which means to have the same decoding complexity, then the main difference of three receivers rests with the distinct demodulators. Therefore, we need only to analyze the complexity of the whole demodulating scheme of these receivers to the exclusion of LDPC decoder. The first receiver is equipped by the SC-USTM MAP demodulator of (2) whose complexity is the total calculated amount of (3), i.e., ( ) 6 O MNL , see the Subsection B of the Section III. The second receiver is mounted by the dual-demodulator, consisting of the angle demodulator and the simplified SC-USTM MAP demodulator with three points, whose complexity is the sum of the total calculated amount of (6) and (7), i.e.
( )
2Ô
MNT L . When M , N are given and 2 T M = (the structural constraint of SC-USTM satisfying 2 2 cos sin 1 x x + = ) is fixed, then the second receiver has lower complexity than the first receiver as the size of constellation L increases. The third receiver consists of one iterative feedback dual-demodulator/decoder whose complexity is twice sum of the total calculated amount of (6) and (7) as well as repeat iterations of decoder. When L is very large, the complexity of the third receiver is lower than that of the first receiver.
A Turbo coded noncoherent space-time modulation using information-bearing pilots and spatial multiplexing (SM) is presented in [7] , and in its receiver, called as iterative detection and decoding (IDD) receiver, demodulating scheme consists of two parts. The first part consists of a simplified noncoherent MAP demodulating algorithm of (10) in [7] and the second part has a more complex structure which consists of three modules such as channel estimator, coherent demodulator and signal matrix detector. The calculated amount of channel estimator is determined by a preliminary LMMSE channel estimate matrix inversion and multiplication of three matrices which is not less than the calculated amount of multiplication of four matrices. The calculated amount of signal matrix detector is determined by (11) in [7] which involves in matrix inversion and multiplication of five matrices, as well as traversal calculation of 2 δ candidate points. Obviously, the calculated amount of channel estimator is larger than that of (7). Thus it can be concluded that the complexity of the second and third receiver is lower than the IDD receiver in [7] .
The special construction of the SC-USTM makes it emerge two extreme cases that on the one hand, it can generate by itself the lowest complexity demodulating algorithm based on ML and MAP; on the other hand, its independent running performance is worst, among all existing USTMs of [10] [11] [12] [13] . The main reason is explained as follows. The distance feature of the SC-USTM is inferior to that of orthogonal USTM. Therefore, it is not possible to have the better performance, and this is reason what we have not tried our best to find the way to improve performance. The SC-USTM has such structural feature that the matrix elements contains zero elements as many as possible and special type similar to standard function, such as trigonometric function, which is the determining factor of resulting in the simplified demodulating algorithm.
Conclusion and Natural Works
We have designed three low complexity receivers for the LDPC-coded USTM noncoherent MIMO system which need not send the pilot information at the transmitter and estimate the channel state information at the receiver. The computational complexity of the second and third receivers is independent on the size of constellation and the coherent interval. Therefore, they are lower than that of the existing noncoherent space-time receivers.
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